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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Historically, software testing was the process of exercising a computer program to verify that it performed as required and expected. The strategic goal of software testing was to demonstrate correctness and quality. We now know that this view of testing is not correct. Testing cannot produce quality software, nor can it confirm correctness. Testing can only verify the presence (not the absence) of software defects. Yet, the difficulty of testing and the impracticality of correctness proof have often driven us to the dangerous perception that if testing does not find defects, then the software is correct.

In the early 1980s, software testing concepts were neither well-developed nor well-understood [1, p.39]. While testing techniques were many, supporting theories were few. Even worse, little or no guidance existed for making intelligent choices of technique(s) [2, vol. 1, p. 24]. During the 1980s, Department of Defense (DoD) and industry gathered much empirical evidence to justify many software quality and software development techniques. As a result, the scope of software testing has evolved into an integrated set of software quality activities that cover the entire life cycle [3]. Software tests now take different forms and apply to all software products including requirements, design, documentation, test plans, and code. Each test contributes to a total quality assurance plan. Quality assurance focuses on the front of the development process and emphasizes defect prevention over detection. A cost-effective prevention program first requires accurate error detection and analysis to understand where, how, and why defects are inserted. Though testing cannot prevent errors, it is the most important method for producing error data necessary to guide process improvement. However, the following extract from the 1992 Software Maintenance Technology Reference Guide [4] summarizes the difficulty of testing:

"Software implementation is a cozy bonfire, warm, bright, a bustle of comforting concrete activity. But beyond the flames is an immense zone of darkness. Testing is the exploration of this darkness."

The conclusions of this report are not revolutionary, but they may be surprising. DoD knows how to produce quality software. There are a few contractors who produce quality software, (though not necessarily for DoD) using many of the policies published in DoD Standards. These documents describe the need to focus on quality activities early in the software life cycle. Developers and verifiers should identify and remove errors during requirements definition and design so that they do not enter the code, where finding and fixing defects is extremely expensive. For management information and command/control
systems this is a particularly difficult task because most requirements for these systems are based upon human demands which are highly subjective, easily influenced, and thus, very dynamic and difficult to state precisely.

Although not in common practice yet for software development, quality control methods adapted from the factory paradigm [5] may have the greatest potential to move software production from an art to a true engineering discipline [6, 7, 8, 9]. Both the products and the development process should be subjected to these procedures. To engineer quality into the software products requires that we inspect/test and remove defects from requirements, design, documentation, code, test plans, and tests. Quality control of the development process requires that we establish standard procedures to measure defects, determine their root causes, and take action to prevent future insertion. Such a process is self-correcting, and future measurements will provide convincing evidence of cost-effective improvement. In summary, software quality improvement is evolutionary and requires that we control, coordinate, and feedback into three concurrent processes: the software development process, the error detection process (testing life cycle), and the quality improvement process. Figure 1 depicts the relationships between the processes in the software life cycle.

![Figure 1. Software Quality Control](image-url)
A few corporate organizations have successfully implemented these procedures [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. The common key element in these successes is organization-wide commitment to a quality attitude and disciplined life cycle procedures. However, within DoD the perception persists that such practices are not cost-effective. Simply mandating their use has not been adequate. Even if enforced, the techniques can be undermined, and neither software quality nor the perceptions will change [10]. DoD must jump-start these procedures with an active campaign to establish and nurture a quality attitude both internally and in its contractors. IBM Federal Systems Company (FSC) Houston took 15 years to refine their processes into producing high quality software. But, it also believes that other organizations can learn from their procedures without investing such time. What can make this possible is the fact that their procedures already correlate well with written DoD policies, the policies of other corporate software developers, and the recommendations of academia. The difference is that IBM has disciplined itself to practice them. DoD should take advantage of this knowledge and experience now, and adapt its own practices accordingly.

In order to initialize the production of higher quality software within DoD, we recommend the following actions:

(1) Actively motivate a software quality attitude in DoD and government contractors through management commitment, incentives for process improvement and quality, and technical training. Make quality as visible as the software product, its cost, and its schedule. For every change to software product, cost, or schedule, DoD project managers must give equal consideration to the corresponding cost of and effect on quality.

(2) Motivate and make standard the use of formal inspections for all software products (requirements, documentation, design, code, test plans, tests).

(3) Users, developers, and verifiers should jointly analyze requirements to ensure they are clearly documented, implementable, and testable. The formal analysis of quality objectives should be an integral part of this effort. A joint relationship should continue throughout the software life cycle. Eventually, this effort should result in documentation or data that directly cross-references test cases to requirements and code. At the same time, both developer and verifier should independently plan, design, develop, inspect, execute, and analyze the results of software tests.

(4) Measure and document errors throughout the life cycle. Establish a formal defect prevention program which empowers developers and verifiers to analyze the causes of error and enact improvements to their own local
development processes that will prevent future error insertion and enhance detection processes.

(5) Evolve Computer-Assisted Software Engineering (CASE) tools to support all aspects of software development, testing, and maintenance. DoD should permit organizations to introduce standard CASE tools gradually in piece-meal fashion. An organization should purchase, train, and employ only those tools for which its sub-processes are defined in writing. Start small and allow adequate time to learn and gain experience. Purchase and integrate a new tool only when users understand the manual procedure the tool will automate, and the benefit of automating it.

With regard to software testing in DoD, we can summarize our conclusions in two fundamental ideas. First, DoD knows how to produce quality software at low cost. This is because organizations such as DoD STEP, Army STEP, and Software Engineering Institute have already researched and documented policies for DoD. A few commercial software developers practice many of the DoD policies and directives now, and produce quality software (for example, IBM FSC Houston). Second, quality cannot be tested into software. Only a well-defined, well-disciplined process with a continuous improvement cycle can ensure software quality. However, testing cannot be underestimated. Systematic testing activities that detect error earliest in the life cycle are necessary to drive process improvement and optimize the development of quality software. Such testing methods as formal inspection find defects early. This enables cost-effective error resolution, identification and removal of defect causes, and thus, prevention of future defect insertion. If practiced with discipline, such methods can evolve a self-correcting software development process that is stable, modeled, measured, and therefore, predictable. This development process engineers quality software faster at reduced cost.

This report discusses software testing practices, and more specifically, why and how IBM's practices achieve high quality. Along the way, we will relate DoD policies, instructions, and guidance to IBM's practices. We will also discuss current initiatives within DoD which will impact software testing and quality. Finally, we present our specific recommendations for software testing and quality within DoD. We believe that these recommendations have the potential for immediate value to DoD.
Administration (NASA), currently approaches .01 errors per thousand lines of
source code [10]. This figure is well below the U.S. industry average. Surprisingly
enough, there is nothing new or revolutionary about the way that IBM FSC
Houston develops or tests its software. Many of the same methods are used at
IBM FSD Rockville, as well as at other large software development corporations.
IBM FSC Houston practices basic software life cycle processes, most of which
have been known for at least a decade. These include requirements analysis,
formal inspections, configuration control, quality control, developmental testing,
and independent verification and validation.

So, why does IBM FSC Houston produce such high quality software? The
difference results from a strong attitude toward quality, the disciplined practice of
its basic processes, and a commitment to process improvement. From manager to
programmer, the entire organization strives to achieve zero-defects through
prevention. To the classical waterfall model of software development, this
organization applies basic testing processes designed to identify errors as early as
possible. Once identified, defects in the software products are corrected.
However, continuous measurement, causal analysis, and subsequent cause
removal improves the development process and prevents future error insertion.
Their techniques are very closely related to concepts of Total Quality
Management (TQM) [22] and the software-factory paradigm [5]. Recent
empirical evidence in other organizations [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] confirms
the effectiveness of the software quality techniques practiced by IBM FSC
Houston. Later, we will discuss the techniques in more detail and relate them to
the DoD environment.

Critics maintain that because of fundamental differences, software
techniques used to develop and test weapons systems cannot be used efficiently or
effectively to produce information systems (and the reverse). IBM also believed
this until the late 1980s. However, on the basis of its own success in developing
high-quality flight control software, IBM FSC Houston began to develop its
ground system software (essentially MIS) using the same methods. The empirical
evidence speaks for itself. Error rates in delivered ground software decreased
dramatically to the same levels achieved in flight software. Furthermore, this
similarity in quality occurs in spite of the more extensive testing that safety critical
flight software undergoes [10]. The quality achieved with early error detection
and prevention techniques is largely independent of the type of software being
developed.

The development of large DoD Management Information Systems (MIS) and
Command/Control Systems (C2) software is costly and time-consuming. Much of
this cost and time can be attributed to the identification and repair of errors.
Closely related defect repair is maintenance — re-work necessitated by changing requirements or latent defects. In such cases, software in operation must be modified to reflect new requirements or requirements that were initially ill-defined. To reduce the cost and time to produce and maintain software, DoD must avoid passing immature software to the testing phase, or worse, to the customer.

Testing is one of the most important quality tools. Properly applied, testing helps to identify one of the greatest impediments to quality — error. However, if quality software is the ultimate goal, then any discussion of effective software testing must address the entire software life cycle. This is because testing alone can neither produce nor guarantee software quality. Testing only finds faults; it cannot demonstrate (in a practical sense) that faults do not exist. What we have traditionally thought of as software testing tends to be labor-intensive, costly, and ineffective. This view of testing is a paradox. Testing is a process that instills confidence in software by cleverly plotting to undermine that confidence [23]. Nevertheless, there is empirical evidence to suggest that old concepts of quality control can counter this view. By expanding the concepts and practices of software testing to all areas of the life cycle, we can optimize test efforts, increase its effectiveness, and significantly reduce its cost. The result will be the delivery of higher quality software on schedule for less money.

One reason for general difficulty in testing software appears to stem from differences of testing models conceived in the minds of users, managers, developers, analysts, and testers [3]. Without common accepted concepts, all vital communication in large software development projects will amount to assumptions and guesswork in the best case. Therefore, in order to clarify further discussion, we summarize several fundamental definitions from the ANSI/IEEE Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology [24], considered industry standards:

error — a discrepancy in implementing requirements or design specifications. An error may manifest itself as incorrect or undesired results.

fault — a defect in code that has the potential to cause (possibly visible) incorrect or unexpected results. Faults are also known as bugs. Faults in code usually result from errors.

debugging — the process of locating, analyzing, and correcting suspected faults.

failure — the execution of software fault or defect that manifests itself as incorrect or undesired results.
testing – the process of exercising or evaluating a system or system components by manual or automated means to verify that it satisfies specified requirements or to identify differences between expected and actual results.

dynamic analysis – testing by executing code.

static analysis – the process of evaluating a computer program without executing it; e.g. review, desk check, inspection, walk-through.

correctness – use of this term usually means the composite extent to which:
   (1) design and code are free from faults
   (2) software meets specified requirements
   (3) software meets user expectations

verification –
   (1) the process of determining whether or not the products of a given phase of the software development cycle fulfill the requirements established during the previous phase.
   (2) formal proof of program correctness.
   (3) the act of reviewing, inspecting, testing, checking, auditing, or otherwise establishing and documenting whether or not items, processes, services, or documents conform to specified requirements.

validation – the process of evaluating software at the end of the software development process to ensure compliance with software requirements.

Several of these terms have subtle relationships and differences in meaning. It is important to recognize that errors relate to early phases of the life cycle — requirements definition and design specification. An error in requirements or design causes the insertion of a fault into code. However, a fault may not be visible during code execution, whether during testing or operation. If a fault is executed, then it may result in a visible failure (but not necessarily). Programmers debug code to correct faults by using visible failures as a guide. However, the lack of failures cannot guarantee the absence of faults. Even if the fault executes, it may not be visible as output. Furthermore, fault correction does not necessarily imply that the error(s) that induced the fault has been corrected.

From the above discussions, one should conclude that effective software testing cannot be limited to code. It must address all products of the software life cycle. The definition implies that testing demonstrates:

(1) that the code satisfies a specific requirement.
(2) whether faults exist in the code.
However, these are only the ideal goals of testing. In practice, they cannot be achieved in the absolute sense. Furthermore, these goals are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Code can often satisfy user requirements (as defined) and still contain faults. The definition can easily convey the erroneous perception that testing can verify correctness. Correctness is a major factor in software quality, and by definition, relates to code, requirements, and user expectations. But, testing code only verifies the presence (not absence) of faults in code, and cannot verify correctness or ensure quality. Testing code can verify the presence of requirements only if they are defined precisely as test cases. Developers and users do not normally view requirements in this manner. Effective testing identifies errors before they become code faults, and therefore, must apply to the entire life cycle.

Since the 1980s, the scope of software testing has expanded to cover the entire life cycle [3]. Empirical data from software projects in the last decade provides convincing evidence that testing in this context can significantly improve software quality. In its current model, software testing has a variety of forms that apply to a range of products including requirements, design specifications, documentation, test plans, as well as code. These techniques must be coordinated, disciplined, and integrated throughout the entire life cycle to effectively impact on quality. We will make the case that to have maximum positive effect on a large software project, testers must participate in development and gain a broad understanding of the software requirements and design. Therefore, in the remainder of this report we will refer to software testing professionals as verifiers to highlight their expanded roles consistent with the definitions above.

3. Involve Verifiers in the Entire Development Life Cycle

DoD STEP reports [25, vol. 3] indicate that the most successful DoD software projects established independent test and evaluation organizations. Sometimes these organizations were separate independent contractors. Other times they were sub-organizations under the prime contractor, but having an independent chain of command. This is an effective strategy which is in common practice to help ensure objective, impartial, and unbiased testing. DoD directives provide for such independent testing activities. Each military service has its own independent test and evaluation organization. General IBM testing policies also define the need for such. Both IBM FSD Rockville and IBM FSC Houston have independent verification organizations within their respective projects.

The advantages of independent testing should not overshadow the need for communication and coordination between verifier, user, and developer. While verifiers should plan, design, implement, and analyze software tests
independently, they should not do so in isolation. Verifiers who must design and perform operational tests cannot gain adequate understanding of the requirements of a large software system by studying the system documentation after development. They must take an active role in the requirements definition and system design phases.

The biggest mistakes in software are almost always made early during requirements definition and design [26]. Empirical evidence indicates that the cost of fixing errors versus time in development is an exponentially rising curve. IBM FSC Houston data shows that average error repair costs increase 10 times in each successive phase of the life cycle [10]. As a result of such data, in the mid-1980s, IBM FSC Houston decided to move 30% of its resources used in testing of code to assist in the requirements definition and design phases. This decision resulted in a significant increase in software quality. Furthermore, this shift resulted in a net decrease in total cost. Shell Research reported similar results [12]. The conclusion is obvious — verifiers should participate in requirements analysis, definition, and design. It is far cheaper to find and fix errors before they become faults in the code.

DoD STEP identified the need for early test and evaluation activities in software development. It also identified the need for integration of independent verification organizations. One result of the DoD STEP recommendations is that DoD Instruction 5000.2 states "Both developmental and operational testers shall be involved early..." Army STEP has further defined procedures for close coordination between verifiers, users, and developers. The new DA Pam 73–1 Volume 6, Software Test and Evaluation Guidelines [27] describes how software testing and evaluation activities relate to each phase of the software life cycle. The adoption of all or portions of DA Pam 73–1 into DoD instructions and directives could reinforce and more precisely define the communications that should occur among verifiers, developers, and the customer.

The Air Force Standard Systems Center (SSC) at Gunter Air Force Base in Alabama, takes customer involvement seriously. Some of their standard information systems development work is contracted to local software firms. However, as dictated by the terms of the contracts, Government personnel are participating members of contractor developer and verifier teams. While this has caused a few unusual and difficult situations, the overall strategy appears to work. SSC anticipates that the result of these contracts will be well-defined requirements and design, better quality software, and systems that are more easily maintained after acceptance [28]. This SSC practice could be a model for DoD contracted software development.
DoD Standard 2167A [19] clearly requires traceable and testable requirements. Traceable requirements are defined and formulated such that direct cross-referencing exists among requirements, design specifications, code, and test cases. Traceability also implies that each requirement can be implemented in both design and code. A requirement is testable if and only if it is written so that developers and verifiers can prepare specific test cases that can clearly confirm satisfaction of the specific requirement.

At both IBM FSD Rockville and IBM FSC Houston, developers and verifiers work together to ensure that requirements are both traceable and testable when defined. In fact, test engineers for the Advanced Automation System (AAS) project built and use a software tool which automatically maintains the relationships between requirements and test cases. This tool is essentially a specialized database management system that assists developers and verifiers in test management and configuration control. While such tools help to manage the relationships and maintain the consistency of the software products once developed, they cannot replace the difficult work required beforehand to ensure traceability and testability. As practiced by IBM, success in this work is a direct result of close communications and coordination among the users, developers, and verifiers. IBM describes the relationship between its developers and verifiers as friendly–adversarial. This means that both groups work together with the customer toward a mutual understanding of the product requirements and design and the early identification of errors. Finding and preventing errors are considered primary job responsibilities for both developers and verifiers. At the same time, each group independently designs its respective test plans and cases for later verification and validation.

4. Formally Inspect All Software Products

Empirical evidence indicates that dynamic software testing (i.e. execution of code) alone cannot ensure quality and is not cost-effective. Yet, dynamic testing is essential to confirm software quality. Dynamic testing should be planned at the same time that requirements are analyzed and defined, and then executed systematically as planned. However, if quality is the objective, then verification cannot wait for code. Early detection techniques must be applied extensively to all software products so that dynamic testing can be a cost-efficient and graceful confirmation of functionality and quality.

The analyses necessary to define implementable, traceable, and testable requirements helps to avoid errors. However, one of the most effective early detection methods is the formal inspection [29, 30] (also referred to as the Fagan Inspection [31]). Developed by Dr. Michael Fagan in 1976, the formal inspection
is a general-purpose verification method. It is product-independent and can be employed to identify errors in requirements, design, documentation, test plans, or code. Thus, it has the potential to identify and permit removal of errors very early during the software life cycle. In fact, IBM FSC Houston reports that their application of formal inspections accounts for the identification of 80% of the errors in the U.S Space Shuttle flight software. Even so, the acceptance of formal inspection into general practical use has been slow for several possible reasons. The technique has a reputation for being "low-tech." It requires a fair amount of intensive, detailed work [15], although it does appear that automated tools could enhance some of its procedures. The availability of good empirical data verifying its cost-effectiveness has not been available until the last several years. Even now, published results are not prevalent. At least one software corporation considers its use of formal inspection procedures as a competitive advantage, and thus, declined to divulge their procedures [14].

A formal inspection is essentially a testing technique in which a software product is formally examined by a team of experts. These experts include the author of the product and several of his/her peers. Depending upon the product, the team may also include a customer representative and a verifier. The primary objective of the team is to find as many errors as possible. In such a situation, finding errors must be considered in a positive sense, i.e. the team intensively scrutinizes the product (code or documentation), not the author's abilities. The team's responsibility is to help the author(s) by identifying mistakes, thus preventing their entry into the next phase of the life cycle. This is done by paraphrasing lines or portions of the software product at a slightly higher level of abstraction or from a different perspective (such as from the verifier's view). The error detection efficiency of this process results from its formality and intensity. The procedures are defined and repeatable. Standard checklists ensure that common mistakes are not overlooked.

As practiced by IBM FSC Houston, the formal inspection is the cornerstone of software verification and process improvement. All software products must submit to and pass a formal inspection prior to acceptance into configuration control or submission for execution testing. Each product is examined by an inspection team tailored to that product. For example, the inspection team for a requirements definition document will include the customer, a requirements analyst, a verifier, a programmer, as well as the author. The inspection team for the independent verifier's test plan will include the customer, a requirements analyst, and several verifiers. The inspection team for the developer's test plans will include several requirements analysts and programmer's. These particular examples illustrate how the tailoring of inspection teams establishes a cooperative yet independent relationship between developer and verifier. Each inspection
team includes a senior peer who acts as the moderator. He must foster cooperation and focus on the objective — to find errors. Management strongly supports formal inspections, but does not participate in them. This ensures that inspection results are used to rate the effectiveness of the technique and not the performance of individuals. Inspection teams record errors identified, and subsequently, require authors to correct them. The requirement for re-inspection depends upon the severity and number of errors recorded. Error statistics from inspections of all products and phases of the software life cycle are collected to measure process effectiveness.

The advantages of formal inspections can be significant. Since formal inspections are reported to detect 80% of all errors, subsequent dynamic testing of code becomes more efficient. Fewer execution failures cause fewer interruptions. This translates to additional time for more thorough testing, and possibly less time required for regression testing. Formal inspections and dynamic testing techniques compliment each other. Each can detect flaws that the other cannot [14, 15]. Execution testing detects faults and failures, the manifestation of errors. On the other hand, formal inspections detect the errors which potentially cause faults and failures.

Besides enabling early and effective error detection for a range of software products, there are several indirect advantages of formal inspections. At IBM they encourage the friendly–adversarial relationship between developers and verifiers through teamwork, cooperation, distributed risk, and consensus. Developers, verifiers, and the customer tend to focus effort on the most important aspects of software development — requirements and design. Time and cost required for testing and repair are diminished [32]. Formal inspections foster understandability and standardization in all software products. They provide excellent on-the-job-training for all participants since they teach technical standards and organizational culture [12]. Furthermore, formal inspections proliferate good ideas and eliminate bad approaches [31].

Formal inspections can require from 15% to 25% of total development time [32], so DoD developers may be reluctant to expend limited resources to support them. However, the resources necessary to implement them are not as great as those necessary to find and fix errors later [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. A cost–benefit analysis at Shell Research [12] reported an average 30 hours of repair and maintenance time saved for every hour of inspection time invested. Bell-Northern Research [15] reported a 33:1 return. Other organizations have reported more conservative returns of 2:1, 6:1, and 10:1 [14]. Note that these estimates are based entirely on direct costs. They do not include other possible
savings from indirect costs related to customer confidence and the avoidance of
the consequences of operational failure.

DoD Instruction 5000.2 specifically states that DoD contractors should
practice walk-throughs, inspections, or reviews of requirements, documents,
design, and code [18]. Of these, the formal inspection is the most painstaking and
work-intensive technique. Reviews and walk-throughs are also useful, but they
have other goals, so they are less effective for detecting errors [32]. While use of
formal inspections has demonstrated the production of high software quality at
overall reduced cost and time [31], the earlier investment in cost and time can
easily drive a decision not to employ them. This is apparently because the
consequences of quality are not as visible as those of cost and schedule in the early
phases of the life cycle. We will discuss more about this later. The fact is that the
resources expended to implement formal inspections can pay for themselves in a
short time by removing more expensive testing and maintenance costs.

Of the techniques we discuss in this report, formal inspection appears to be
the basis for the others. This technique stimulates, coordinates, and checks the
developer/verifier coordinated requirements definition process. It does this by
promoting teamwork and shared responsibility for quality. It also produces early
defect data necessary to measure, feed, and guide process improvement. In
addition to IBM, several other companies have described their experiences with
the successful introduction of formal inspections. A few offer tips for overcoming
the difficulties of instituting them [12, 15]. We summarize these tips as follows:

(1) There must exist a belief that formal inspections will be effective.
Dynamic code testing will always seem to be faster and more effective, but this is
not true [15]. To change this mind-set will require an active campaign to sell the
efficiency of formal inspections to all levels of the organization. Circulating
reports of success and training programs can accomplish this.

(2) Everyone must clearly understand formal inspection procedures. They
are not informal. They are not cursory reviews, audits, or walk-throughs. Formal
inspections are manual, intensive, detailed, and painstaking. Education and
training are the best ways to prepare.

(3) It is essential to have management support. Management must be
decisive and committed to the belief that formal inspections will pay off. This
requires that the cost of formal inspections be quantified, and resources be
allocated to accommodate them into the schedule. Also, organizations must
anticipate adjustments to the procedures as they adapt inspections to their own
local environments.
Early successes are critical, but also difficult to achieve. Start by inspecting only one or two types of documents (for example, requirements definition). The first products inspected may be riddled with defects. Early inspections can easily become muddled in details until problems with standards and procedures are resolved. Therefore, good moderators who can maintain group momentum are essential in the early stages.

Keep detailed statistics on defect identification and associated actions. This data feeds process improvement and provides clear evidence of effectiveness. It will confirm belief in the process and strengthen commitment to it.

The best training for inspections is on-the-job training. However, continued formal training of inspection team moderators is particularly important. Otherwise, as the effectiveness of the process becomes apparent to all, the amount of materials and the number of required inspections can overwhelm the best-planned schedules.

The local development process must be well-defined and understood by the participants. Otherwise, formal inspections will be ineffective. [31]

5. Use Error Data to Guide Defect Prevention and Process Improvement

Early identification and correction of errors is critical to software product correctness and quality. Correcting errors in software is a fix, but not a solution. Software errors are often the symptoms of a more fundamental process defect. Typical process defects might be failure to follow a standard practice, misunderstanding of a critical process step, or lack of adequate training. In the software factory paradigm [5], the software development process is a special manufacturing system to which many traditional quality control principles apply. The developers and verifiers themselves (owners of the process) use error data to measure and improve the process, until it reaches a repeatable, predictable steady state. Based on principles of Total Quality Management (TQM), formal process improvement implements error prevention by removing the causes of errors within the development process and the causes of not finding these errors earlier in the detection processes.

IBM FSC Houston practices process improvement. Developers and verifiers form small process evaluation teams (in TQM terms, process action teams) to analyze defects and identify their causes. These teams also determine how to remove defect cause, and subsequently implement required process changes. The
effectiveness of these teams is rooted in TQM. Team members are the analysts, programmers, and verifiers whose primary daily responsibilities are software development. Therefore, those who execute the development process also execute process improvement. The key to success is total management support and encouragement. The responsibility to analyze and execute rests with the developers and verifiers. The responsibility to allocate resources and make decisions that support process improvement rests with the managers.

The practice of process improvement has a number of positive outcomes. A process that is partially or totally undefined will have to be defined in writing in order to subject it to process improvement. This further stabilizes the process and tends to make it repeatable. The continued practice of improvement defines clear procedures for change and enables gradual technology insertion. There is less resistance to new technology, because the implementors of change are the same people who suggest it. At the very least, there will be a willingness to try new ideas.

Another important advantage of process improvement is its built-in on-the-job training environment. Membership on a process evaluation team is an excellent first assignment for new personnel. This responsibility encourages immediate participation and teamwork, teaches the process definition and its change procedures, and stimulates creative thinking in the form of improvements. New personnel are generally enthusiastic about contributing and bring fresh ideas into the organization.

The long-term benefits of process improvement are also significant. The procedures make the development process self-correcting. Therefore, over time, the number of errors inserted during each phase of software development decreases. This translates to a decrease in rework and greater efficiency for all sub-processes. For example, verifiers may experience fewer problems during dynamic testing, because fewer (if any) serious errors exist that could interrupt, delay, or prevent test completion.

Process improvement techniques are not new. As previously mentioned, they are essentially TQM techniques applied to the software development process. The SEI Capability Maturity Model (CMM) for the software development process contains procedures for process improvement [33]. Furthermore, the SEI Quality Subgroup of the Software Metrics Definition Working Group and the Software Process Measurement Project Team have developed a draft framework for documenting software problems [34]. Such a standard collection mechanism can ultimately measure progress, enable estimations, and guide process improvement. Dr. Michael Fagan, who originally developed formal inspection procedures [29], now trains developers and managers to improve their software productivity and quality with a three-step process — formal process definition,
formal inspection of all software products, and continuous process improvement (through defect cause removal) [31].

DoD could achieve significant efficiencies in both its software development process and its software quality by applying process improvement. Current DoD emphasis on TQM will help to encourage the incorporation of software process improvement techniques. Past and current DoD practices rely on developers to learn from their mistakes [2, vol. 1]. However, as this learning is lost through personnel and project turnover, organizations are doomed to repeat their mistakes. Formal process improvement eliminates the causes of error, documents learning, and hardens solutions against erosion by time. Process improvement has been proven effective in several software development environments [5]. It can move a software development process from one that is highly reactive and ad hoc to one that is statistically stable, predictable, repeatable, and efficient.

6. Actively Motivate a Quality Attitude

IBM FSC Houston's empirical evidence is convincing and its recipe is simple: Quality software results from basic disciplined processes, supported by a genuine quality attitude [10]. But, the greatest impediment to implementation facing DoD appears to be the lack of a software quality attitude. This is not to say that DoD does not care about producing quality software. Rather, cost, schedule, and the product take greater priority because they have the highest visibility during the early phases of software development. Until the testing phase, quality is essentially an unknown or invisible. However, by this time, cost and schedule drive the software through some ad hoc forms of testing (because, if the software is riddled with defects, dynamic testing will be extremely time-consuming, costly, and difficult). Once the software is in customer hands, poor quality will be highly visible because the cost to fix it is high on the exponential scale (independent of the cost of damage to customer confidence!).

The implementation of early defect identification, defect prevention, and process improvement in large software development environments is apparently difficult [12, 15]. They are perceived as labor-intensive work with little short-term payoff. Investment returns are not realized until late in the software life cycle — during system testing, operation and maintenance. Within DoD this is a particularly critical problem. DoD program managers are generally not rewarded for delivering systems with good operation and maintenance records. These managers usually control the development phases of the program. Thus, costs, schedules, and product functionality drive their decisions. But, the success of defect identification, defect prevention, and process improvement demands an
early and continuous commitment. This means that managers must be willing to adjust cost, schedule, and resource allocation to support this process.

We have made the case that DoD knows how to produce quality in software. Then, why have current DoD instructions and directives been unable to make this happen? Basic processes are easy to mandate; belief in their long-term payoff is not. Unfortunately, without the belief that they work and an associated commitment at all levels to support them, it is possible to merely satisfy the requirements, and thus, render them ineffective [10]. The solution is to make quality more visible than cost, schedule, or product. The effects of poor quality must be quantified early in a project. Program managers must compare cost of these effects plus the cost of re-work against the cost to implement formal inspections and process improvement. To motivate this, quality must be made equivalent to cost and schedule for judging program success.

IBM FSC Houston has a well-defined motive for producing quality software — astronaut lives depend upon it! This forces quality to be the priority objective early and continuously. However, such a motive for quality is not common to all software. MIS software is generally not safety critical. Command and control software failures may have some safety implications, but these are generally indirect — the result of human decisions based on faulty information. However, DoD might learn from one Japanese corporation — Fujitsu. In 1965, Fujitsu accepted a contract stating that "if a customer receives any damage due to malfunction of Fujitsu equipment, Fujitsu will compensate any damage unlimitedly." [35] While not a software contract, this example does illustrate that a quality guarantee based on consequence can create high visibility. This may be one way to help stimulate the use of proven quality techniques. Unfortunately, most (if not all) U.S. software firms take quite the opposite approach. Rather than guarantee compensation for poor quality, they issue statements of limited liability for the software they create. The widespread issuance of such statements indicates a low level of confidence by software makers in the quality of their own products. Furthermore, this may also indicate a general unwillingness to sign such contracts.

In contrast to IBM FSC Houston, quality in DoD MIS/C2 software is not clearly defined, and therefore, is rarely a motive. However, there are ways to establish quality objectives. In 1980, as part of a joint Air Force Rome Labs and AIRMICS project, General Electric initially developed a method to plan, insert, and measure quality requirements in software. Subsequent contractors for Rome Labs have improved this method. In 1985, Boeing Aerospace Company finalized a detailed framework for establishing software quality objectives and requirements from organizational needs [36]. The resulting reports provide guidance for measuring and evaluating requirements satisfaction throughout the
life cycle. Included are evaluation checklists that are similar to those used by IBM in their formal inspections. The ideas in this framework have appeared in other DoD manuals, but only as guidelines. For example, they are contained in Draft Army Technical Bulletin 18–102–2 (1985), and U.S. Army Information Systems Software Center Pamphlet 25–1 (1990), Software Quality Engineering Handbook [37]. In contrast to well–published results of formal inspections, Rome Labs' Software Quality Framework has received less visibility. However, the adoption and extensive use of very similar quality methods by NEC Corporation [38] and Metriqs, Inc. is evidence of its potential value [39].

DoD appears to have a more positive, pro–active attitude toward software quality. We believe that the establishment and support of the Army Software Test and Evaluation Panel (Army STEP) is very significant. The mandate to employ the Army STEP Metrics may be the first high–level action taken to implement software quality practices in the military. The Army's serious attention to metrics represents a significant shift by Army management toward software development as an engineering discipline. This also indicates management willingness to expend the resources for early measurements to gain control of quality. We believe that DoD should take this opportunity to encourage, support, and motivate these efforts. Management supported metrics are a positive first step. However, these should not be collected for the sake of project management alone. Quality requirements should be formulated during the requirements definition phase. This could be accomplished using the Rome Labs Software Quality Framework. Once established, quality requirements should be measured through standard metrics and checked in detail through formal inspections using the checklists associated with the requirements.

7. Introduce CASE Tools to Support Well–Defined Sub–Processes

Because Computer Assisted Software Engineering (CASE) tools apply to all aspects of software development including testing, and because we have expanded the view of testing to encompass the entire life cycle, we discuss here the potential impact of CASE technology on DoD, and its relationship to the techniques presented thus far.

The activities of software engineering which most impact software quality (coordinated planning, formal inspection, configuration control, verification testing, and process improvement) should be repeatable, and yet, adjustable if they are to be effective. Often, the most efficient means of standardizing a process and making it repeatable is by automating it. Computer Assisted Software Engineering (CASE) tools do this for software development and testing processes. However, automating any process first requires that its procedures be
well-defined, well-understood, and practiced. CASE technology cannot impose a methodology on an ad hoc software development environment [40]. Applying CASE technology in order to structure a manual process that is not working simply exacerbates a poor process. For example, without a well-defined, well-understood manual procedure for configuration management, an organization should not expect to effectively control software configuration using a CASE tool. Automating a bad process only escalates a bad situation. Initially, DoD organizations should use CASE tools only for those processes which are well-defined and practiced.

There are many examples of organizations which have adopted CASE tools only to abandon them because the anticipated improvements never materialized. One reason for this was described above. Another reason is an underestimation of the CASE tool training requirements [41]. Because CASE tools support methods, but do not impose them, an organization must recognize the difference between learning the tool and learning the method the tool supports (especially if the supported method is not currently practiced!). There are learning curves associated with each [41]. If the method is understood and practiced, then only the tool presents a learning shortfall. However, if the tool supports a new method unfamiliar to the developers, then two shortfalls exist. The training and time to overcome such may add significantly to CASE tool investment. The compound training requirement (for both method and tool) will also extend the time required to show a return on the investment. DoD should sensitize management to the large investment required to train personnel in both the new tools and, as necessary, the associated new methods.

The adoption of CASE technology within DoD should be an evolutionary process that begins small and grows gradually. Controlled institution of CASE tools has a greater potential for immediate success and visible investment return than a massive, overwhelming introduction. The adoption of standard software process metrics gives DoD the means to establish the value of CASE tools. DoD should not force its managers to overreact. Rather, it should make the time and financial resources available for managers to adequately train and methodically insert standard CASE tools into practical use. Both CASE tool users and management must restrain expectations of immediate results. They must anticipate the learning curve(s), measure progress, and continue with process improvement to insert additional CASE technology.

Our observations of and discussions with IBM FSC Houston strongly support this approach to introduction of CASE tools. Developers at IBM FSC Houston have produced and continue to produce high quality software using manual processes (supported by non-integrated databases and word processing tools).
CASE tools are just now being considered. However, deployment of CASE tools will be closely monitored and controlled through formal process improvement [42]. This will ensure that the adoption of tools will properly enhance their own methods. CASE technology will probably cause changes (improvements) in their current methods, but only through the formal improvement process. We highly recommend that DoD consider process improvement as the technology insertion mechanism for instituting CASE tools.

8. Conclusions and Recommendations

DoD knows how to produce quality software. The Army has recognized the critical relationship between measurement and quality control, and is now implementing mechanisms that can decrease the cost and increase the quality of software production. Software testing is related to these mechanisms as a key data-gathering technique. However, quality cannot be tested into software. Quality must be designed through engineering. Engineering requires an expanded view of testing to maximize the effectiveness and reduce the cost of verification and acceptance testing. DoD testing activities should begin during requirements definition and should influence the entire software development life cycle.

The general principles of engineering applied by IBM and other commercial companies to produce quality MIS, C2, or MSCR software are the same — modeling, standardization, measurement, and process control. However, the empirical evidence has come from environments in which the developing/testing/maintaining organization, the software, and the customer have been relatively constant for a long period of time. For example, IBM FSC Houston has developed and tested the Space Shuttle flight and ground software for NASA for over 15 years, adequate time to stabilize their development process. However, real cost savings have been reported even in the case these procedures were initiated during the verification phase of a project [31]. Nonetheless, our recommendations should be viewed in the context of the DoD environment. There exists a variety of contractors, customers, software, and relationships among them. Detailed standardization of software engineering activities would be too restrictive and probably counter-productive. Instead, DoD guidelines should be standardized locally through detailed, written procedures.

On the basis of our discussions and conclusions, we recommend the following actions:

(1) Actively motivate a software quality attitude in DoD and government contractors. Implement by adopting and training a process (such as the Air Force
Rome Labs Software Quality Framework [36]) to establish quality objectives within software requirements. This will increase the importance and visibility of software quality by providing clear motivation. Thus, quality will balance with product functionality, cost, and schedule.

(2) Make the use of formal inspections standard for all software products (requirements, documentation, design, code, test plans, tests). For this, DoD can provide high-level guidance in the form of generic checklists. Examples are already published in the military [37]. From these generalized lists, more specific local standards can be developed.

(3) Users, developers, and verifiers should participate jointly in requirements analysis and definition. They should be mutually responsible for ensuring that requirements are clearly documented, implementable, and testable. They should also define quality objectives. Their goal should be to produce clear documentation which directly cross-references test cases to requirements and code. Employ formal inspections to enable joint participation throughout the software life cycle. At the same time, the developer (for development testing) and verifier (for operational testing) should independently plan, design, develop, inspect, execute, and analyze the results of software tests.

(4) Standardize the measurement and documentation of errors throughout the software life cycle. Establish a formal defect prevention program which empowers developers and verifiers to analyze the causes of error and enact improvements to the development process that will prevent future error insertion and enhance detection processes.

(5) Encourage evolutionary introduction of standard CASE tools for all software life cycle sub-processes including development, testing, and maintenance. Each organization should purchase, train, and employ only those tools for which corresponding processes have been defined. Allow adequate time to learn and gain experience with both the method and the tool. Purchase and integrate new tools only when users understand the supported process, recognize the benefit of automating it, and are ready to be trained. Use formal process improvement as the technology transfer mechanism.

A recent issue of Army Research, Development & Acquisition Bulletin, contained a short article reprinted from a 42-year-old issue of the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers [43]. The article, entitled "Quality in Engineering," emphasizes the importance of quality in the engineering of electronic equipment. The following is an extract of this article:
"Quality is never an accident. It is always the result of high intentions, sincere effort, intelligent direction, and skillful execution. Quality cannot be inspected in ... quality must be designed in!"

This passage is as true today of software as it was then of hardware. Quality cannot be tested into software. Furthermore, inspection alone is ineffective. Quality results from belief in and commitment to quality objectives, well-defined processes, continuous measurement supported by formal inspection, and process improvement.
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAS</td>
<td>Advanced Automation System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRMICS</td>
<td>Army Institute for Research in Management Information, Communications, and Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI</td>
<td>American National Standards Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army STEP</td>
<td>Army Software Test and Evaluation Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Command and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3I</td>
<td>Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE</td>
<td>Computer Assisted Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMM</td>
<td>Capability Maturity Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD STEP</td>
<td>DoD Software Test and Evaluation Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSC</td>
<td>Federal Systems Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSD</td>
<td>Federal Sector Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>International Business Machines Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV&amp;V</td>
<td>Independent Verification and Validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS</td>
<td>Management Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSCR</td>
<td>Materiel System Computer Resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautic and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OASD</td>
<td>Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEI</td>
<td>Software Engineering Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC</td>
<td>Standard Systems Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TQM</td>
<td>Total Quality Management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>